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Details of Visit:

Author: Mr Blue
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 5 Dec 2009 20.00
Duration of Visit: 4 Hrs
Amount Paid: 460
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: For Long Duration Liaisons
Website: http://melissahoney.co.uk
Phone: 07532435893

The Premises:

My hotel (Kings Cross Travel Lodge) which was not easy to find for either of us. To her credit
Melissa went above and beyond & actually visited the area the evening before to work out
somewhere to park and locate the hotel, unfortunately neither of which was a success. It really is
poorly signposted in Central London, in the end Mel picked me up outside the station and it took 2
pairs of eyes to finally locate the entrance to the car park which was well hidden. 10 out of 10 for
persistance for Mel here, my choice of hotel on this occasion was not the best at all as far as
location goes and I really appreciated the lengths she went to, especially considering this was a
booking from a guy she'd not seen before.

The Lady:

What's to say? Mel is quite simply stunning, her mediterranean features framed by the her beautiful
blond hair are a sight to behold. Mel is in her 20's and around the mid 5' mark in height with lovely
figure and slim legs. 

The Story:

I had a lovely time with Mel. After initially meeting when she picked me up in her car and parking we
walked to the restaurant I had booked for a tasty meal (both tasty in food and company). As
documented Mel has a sultry European accent which adds a sense of sexy mystique to the
conversation. I have to say Mel was great company over a meal and we conversed on a large
number of subjects including sports cars, which Mel is very knowledgable about. A cheeky stroking
of my leg under the table with her toes was a promise of delights yet to come.

Back to the hotel then and there followed a great time of sexy fun with a sexually confident lady who
is very responsive to stimulation. To say Mel is a superb kisser is an understatement and she is
also partial to a little light spanking which was new to me and needed a little instruction. We both
got a little carried away and lost track of time and the date did over run a little but Mel did make it
clear beforehand that she would not be 'clockwatching' so we could enjoy our time without any
pressure to rush anything.

Afterwards we got changed and I walked Mel back to her car in the car park where I got an
unexpected bonus in a box of chocolates! Mel was kind enough to drive me back to the hotel in her
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pristine Jag and we kissed goodbye and went out separate ways......until next time!
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